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NEW ENGLISH THRASHING arrangement for discharging chaff 
MACHINES. at the front end of the machine, 

We are indebted to Engi. where it mixes at once with the 
-neerin[J for the annexed en· Ccrrv ears, broken straw, etc. 
gravings of some new thrash· Two other machines (not illus. 
ing machines, invented and trated) are manufactured by the 
manufactured by Messrs. Ran. Rame firm, the object of which is 
somes, Sims, and Head, of the rather perfect thrashing than quick 
Orwell Works, Ipswich, En· work. The construction is essen· 
gland, snd which recently at· tially the 8ame as above described ; 
tracted considerable attention the straw shakers, however, being 
at the Vienna Exposition. The double, are provided with a pud. 
construction of the various dler or transverse bar, which i s  
forms o f  the apparatus will be armed with fork�, and serves to 
readily followed from �he de· distribute evenly the straw. The 
tai 18 in the illustrations. most novel feature is that the 

Fig. 1 is a quick delivering chaff can be delivered at the front 
double blast implement, espe. instead of the back of the rna· 
dally suitable for the large chine. 
corn·growing districts of the Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Head 
West, and made of very great have also recently exhibited mao 
capacity. The sheaves are fed chines of similar descri ption, in· 
into the hopper as fastas they tended for use in countries where 
C:1ll be delivered (for a speed the straw is extremely hard and 
of 1,000 to l,tWO revolutions is Fig'. l.-THRASHING MACHINES AT THE VIENNA EXPOSITION. unfit for the consumption of cat· 
the working rate), pass upon tie without being previons!y 
the drum, which is made very heavy and is fitted with the ical drum, the inside of which is serrated; and the grain, be. bruised and softened. One of these machines, shown in 
usual twisted beaters, and thence between it and the can· ing driven against t hese serrations, is effectually cleaned. section in Fig. 2, can, when it is de�ired t<J deliver straight 
"ave, which is made of malleable cast iron gratings, on to a From the cleaner the grain slides down an inclined plane to straw, be used as an ordinary thrasher, the crul'hing roll�rs 
wrought iron frame, the gratings being placed in sections, a sieve, the under side of which is exposed to a blast, which in this case being covered up and the straw delivered in the 
and secured so as to be easily removable. After being forced strikes the grain aB it pours into a hopper. The lattp.r is di· usual way. But there are provided two drums of sheet iron 
through the narrow with cast iron heads, with 
space between the dri· their spindles in long bear· 
ver and the concave, and Fig. 2. ings in standard brackets. 
tlms being relieved of Both are driven off the 
the greater part of the main shaft, the upper 
grain, the sheaves pass one at a speed of 1,000, 

(Jut upon the fir8t straw and the lower at 900, revo· 
shaker, which extends lutions per minute. In 
from the concave with the top drum, attached in. 
a consiilerable inclina· side and projecting from 
tion upward, to about the outer face, are three 
midway the machine, spiral rows of knives. The 
where they fall upon a latter are straight and 
second and similarly in. slightly tapering, with the 
elined serills of shakers, edges sharpened on all 
placed at a lower level, their sides. They are 
and by these are carried gronped in pairs, each two 
to the delivery at the blades being only Fa 
front end of the thrash· far apart as to permit a 
er. The shakers can· single blade of similpr 
�ist of a number of construction to pass be· 
�hort curved blades set tween them. Theee single 
on an endless band, a blades are attached to the 
series of these being concave in connection 
placed side by side, so with which this drum 
as to occupy the whole works, like the main drum 
width of the machine; at the back of t.�e mao 
and as the set of the chine. The straw, pass· 
blades is different in ing off the shakers be' 
each row, the straw is tw�n these knives, is ef· 
seized by a very large fectually cut up into pie· 
number of pointe as it ces of irregular size and 
leaves the concave, and form. Passing then upon 
is so agitated that the the lower drum, it is still 
grain is effectually reo further bruised by the se· 
moved. cond set of knives; these 

The loose wheat sha· latter, of which there are 
ken out passes between four rows attached in spi. 
the spaces in the sha. rals around the bottom, 
kers on to close trays, are single and run between 
parallel to and immediately below them, and thence falls 

I 
vided by a vertical plate, which is placed below the edge of 

I 
a double set of similar knives fixed in the concave, and these 

upon the large top riddle or "jog shoe," extending for about the sieve, so that the cataract of grain would only just fall effectually complete the bruising operation. Conne��d with 
two thirds the length of the macbine. This is suspended in on one side if there were no blast; but the action of the fan this machine is an independent apparatus for ralsmg the 
the usual manner, and the grain falls througb holes in its 

I 
is sufficient to throw out the dirt, light grains, chaff, etc., 

I 
chopped straw as it leaves the drum and depositing it away 

bottom to the lower riddle, the larger bodies being shaken upon the other side of the plate, and effect a perfect division from the machine. This consists of an elevator on a sepa
off the front edge of the top one. The lower riddle is driven of the grain. A special feature may also be noted in the rate carriage (Fig. 3), having at the lowest point a fan driven 
off the snme crank as by the engine, and 
the upper one, exposed Fig. 4. which communicates 
to the blast from the on the one side with 
fan, and the chaff and the bruised straw de. 
other impurities are livery, and on the other 
b1cnvn off, falling in the with a long wrought 
tront of the machine, iron tube, the length and 
ann, mixing with the angle of which may be 
large waste, shaken off varied at will. The tube 
The upper jog shoe. is about 12 inches in 
From the lower riddle diameter, and is can. 
the grain falls into the nected at the bottom by 
elevator box; the ele,·a. a joint to the fan casing: 
tor, which is vertical and at the front end of 
lind inc�Med in II box 
0[1 tside the frame, lifts 
it nearly to the top of 
the machine and to a 
point just behind the 
drum and concave. 

From the elevator the 
the grain, if very smut.· 
ty so as to necesBitate 
hand winnowing, is de. 
livered directly to th" 
sacks, b'lt ordinRrily it 
passes into a barley 
awner and chob cleaner, 
which consistR of a can· 
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the frame is a pair of 
light jibs, to which it is 
secured by a cbain 
which passes over a 
winch, also mounted on 
the carriage, and by 
which the elevation of 
th� discharge tube i s  
rtlgulated . The action 
of the fan drives the 
bruised st.raw through 
the pipe in a continu 
ous stream. 

In the fiHh machine 
of the firm above named 



(represented in perspective in Fig. 4.), the action is such as to 
cut and bruise the straw and, at the same time, extract the 
grain. The relative position of the two cylinders is hori· 
zontal, instead of vertical. The grain passes to a stepped 
riddle, from which the chopped and bruised straw falls to a 
second one, and travels forward towards the front end of the 
machine, dropping the grain still contained in it until (by the 
time it has raD.ched the end, where there is a third roller for 
further bruising the straw, if desired) all the grain has been 
Bt"paratcd, and has fallen in the system of riddles beneath, 
where it i:l .}xposed to the action of the blast. and is treated 
as in an ordino.ry machine. 

.. 

spires, which are marvels of Gothic grandeur and beauty, are 
slowly working upward, and it may be many years yet before 
they ath.in their stately perfection. I saw tb em in 1868 and 
again in 1872, and the progress made in the interim was ap
parently but slight. 

I may add that there are several very lofty spires that do 
not appear in your picture. The hight of the central spire 
of ROUEn cathedral is a little grer.ter than that of Strasbourg, 
being 482 fEet, according to good authorities. It is an ugly 
affair of iron lattice work, built a few years ago to replace 
the ancient wooden steeple, burned in 1822. It forms a fear
ful contrast to the beautiful old towers of the west front, of 
which, by the way, there is an excellent picture in Black. 
burn's" Normandy Picturesque," lately reprinted by Osgood 
& Co. The author remarks: ",\he central spire in the back· 
ground is really of cast iron, and stands out, it is fair to say, 

The Relative Attraction oC the Earth and the Sun. much more sharply and painfully against the sky, than in 
To Ilte Editor of the Scientific Amer�can: our illustration; * * * our artist evidently could not 

A correspondent sugge8t�, on page 68 of your current vol. brin6 himself to copy with literal truth thill disfiguring 
um", the comtruction of Bcales, of the capacity of several element in the building." 
tun� and of the utmost possible delicacy, in order to decide Another of the loftiest spires of Europe, and a really fine 
whether roally the solar attraction causes, under the equator, one, is in Brugeg, in Belg-ium. It is the steeple of the ven
a differenCe ill weight at midday and midnight, and if so, to erable church ('f Notre Dame, which dates back to the 12th 
ascertain whether astronomers have not miscalcnlated the century. The spire, propedy EO called, was rebuilt a few 
relative maS8es of tbe sun and the earth. This suggestion years since, the original one having begun to lean and threat. 
c!1lls for a few remarks. ening to fall. Its hight is given by Baedeker, in the first 

In the :ir8t plilc�, molt delicate scales arenot those of great edition of his "Belgium and Holland," as 442 English feet; 
capac\ty, but those of comparatively small size. As the but in the second edition (1870) it is put at 468 feet. I have 
waigllt of any piece of machinery or structure in general in· seen it elsewhere stated as 450 feet. Taking the most mod. 
crrases as the c�bes of the ilimensions, very large scales erate of those figures, it is certainly one of the two or three 
have a great deal of their. own weight to carry, which of tallest steeples in Europe or the world. It looks taller than 
courae interferes with their rGllal.ive sensiti\'eness. The pro. the Strasbourg spire, probably because there are no very high 
poshion to make a scale of 10 tuns capacity, able to show a buildings near it. Like many of the Belgian steeples, it is 
difference of Bome 24 lbs. more or less, suggests a delicacy built of brick, and, though it lacks the profusion of Gothic 
of only 24 in 20,000, or fihr,l part, and when weighing to ornament that makes the Strasbourg spire so beautiful, it is 
within dramg, a delicacy of one ten-thousandth part, of the remarkably graceful in its outlines, and altogether one of the 
load. It is doubtful if large scales could be made of Buch most admirable �tructures of the kind that I have seen. The 
Bengitivene�8: wuill', on the other hand, the superior kinds chancel is the one that contains the tombs of Charles the 
of large sized chemical scales ea3ily indicate differences in Bold and his daughter Mary, world·renowned as works of 
weigbt of a one millionth part 01 the load. Therefore, in lOnumental art. 
place of tak:ng 10 tuns, we must rather make tbe ex per' . The highest spire in Great Britain is that of Salisbury ca· 
ment with 100 gummes, and may then easily lind the diff r· thedral, commonly put at just 400 feet; but the tallest 
ence to witbin a milligramme, which is the hundred·th U· erections of any kind are two chimneys in Glasgow, which 
sanuth part of the load. I are respectively 450 and 468 feet in hight. R. 

But it must not be forgotten that the ordinary scales �n. • •••• 

not be u�ed for such an experiment, as the diminished griLy. Application oC Dr. Vogel's Recent Discovery in 

itation will act equally on both sideB, and the Glquilibriu�; -- Photography. 

when once eete.blished, will not be disturbed by any change To the Editor of the &ienrific American: 
in the Ilmount of gravitative attraction. In order to ascer· The interest which you and some of your readers take in 
hin the latter, we must counteract graVitation by other photogra¥hy may render the following worthy of note: 
force�, for instance, those of springs; and if we suspend a Dr. Vogel has discovered that a sensitive collodion film of 
weight by II proper �ystem of springs (spiral springs would iodide of silver, when covered with some coloring matter 
be be�t) and notice the different amounts of extension, under which obstructs certain rays of light and does not inter· 
diffHt'nt conditions hut at the Bame temperature, we may fere with other rays, becomes sensitive to those other cayB, 
arrive at some kind of measurement of the changes in the that is, those rays which ara obstructed act photo. 
attlaction of gravity. Sllch an arrangement was many graphically upon that film, just in proportion as they 
years ago proposed by Sir John Herschel in order to practi- are obstructed. If the yellow rays are stopped, then the 
cally verify the existence of the increased gravitativll ac' film becomes f ensitive to yellow light, and yellow objects, 
traction when nearing the terrestrial poles; he did not, how· which have heretofore been considered non.actinic, can thus 
ever, rropose to use it as an instrument of measure, but as be photographed as easily as blue object� ha ve been. If this 
a Eimple rough indicator; for !!lathematics applied to mechan' be so, then it is one of the most important discoveries that 
ics give all the data for calculating these amounts to any de· have been made in photography �ince the discovery of that 
sired degree of accuracy. It is so with the subject in q ues· art. It will enable us to depict objects of all colors, the in· 
tion; the difference in the amount of solar attraction on ability to do which has been a great stumbling block in the 
terrestrial bodies under the eq uator at midday or midnight bas way of photography. I need not mention the numerous 
not only been settled, but, being the cause of one of the ways in which it may be applied: suffice it to say that here. 
great tidal waves (the other wave being due to the moon), to fore only one of the four primary colors bas been consid· 
has been submitted to a series of rigorous calculations and ered to be actinic, that is, the blue. As to the theory of the 
ob8ervations. The result of these calculations, combined above, you are well aware that there are two theories regard· 
with some other considerations, has been that we have al· ing the action of light on the sensitive film, one called the 
ready come to the conviction that the mass of the sun, as cbpmical, the other the physical theory. In the first, it is 
thu� far adopted, has been overrated nearly one tenth, and claimed that the reduction of the silver is done while the 
its di3tance one twenty-eighth part; and that therefore all light is acting upon the film. In the second. it is claimed 
our astronomical tables have to be reduced by these two co· that a tremulous or vibratory motion is communicated to 
effic:en��, except the table of the elements of the moon, which th'l film by the vibrations of light; and that when the devel· 
is correct. The reason that this has not been done already oping solution is applied, the reduction takes place. In either 
is that thera i� still a slight uncertainty in these coefficients case, it is the vibration of the light that does the work. The 
of correction, IVuich will be definitely settled this very year reason why iodide of silver is more sensitive to the blue 
by the observation3 on the transit of Venus, by which we ray is, it is thought, that the wave length of that ray coin
shall be able to aC1:omplish a full and precise settlement of cides more nearly with the size of the particles oI the iodide 
thi3 important q ue3tion, and ascertain the distance of the Run, of silver, thereby disturbing or tenring them apart more. If 
and conse<lnently its mass, with an accuracy far surpassing a sensitized iodide of silver film be held before white light, 
anything which could pOSSibly be accomplished by experi. it will be seen that the only color apparent is the orange; 
ments on gravitation, which ,at the very best, can demonstrate and that blue objects appear black when viewed through it, 
nothing more than the reality of the changes in the solar at· showing that the blue rays are all obstructed. That film is 
traction, bllt not, with llny aVdilable degree of accuracy, the therefore sensitive to blue light. Again, suppose we give 
amounts of the �ame. P. H. VANDER WEYDE. that film a bloe color, then tht> orange or yellow rays are 

New York city. stopp.a. As action and reaction are equal, the amount of 
------.......... • resistance exerted by the film is equal to the amount of light 

ToW'ers and Spires. stopped; and the ray which is then most obBtructed has the 
To the Editor of the Scientific American: greatest action on the film. Taking this view of the mattpr, 

There is aD admirable illustration in your paper of Janu. it seems to me quite reasonable that any ray may be made 
al'y 2-1, t-howing the hight of some of the most famous struc. actinic. D. C. C. 
tures in the world, in comparison with the iron tower which New York city. 
it is proposed to ere�t at Pililadelphia as a centennial monu· ============== ==="' ... ======= 

ment. It has occurred to me, however, that your readers 
might infer from the picture, or from the depcription of it, 
toaf, the �pire of C[)hgne cathedeal haa alrehdy reached its 
pI' 'jectei hight of 501 or 507 feet. The fact iB that it has 
ri,en (or rather they bave risen, for there arA to be two of 
these 1 )fty stfeples at tne west front of tbe church) only a 
litlle aho\'e the ridge polcl of thl'l edific9, which is about 250 
fep,t high. The only completed spire is a slender iron one at 
the junctirm of the nave and transepts. I do not know the 
exact hight of thl.s light and graceful pinnaclp, but it cannot 
much exceed a hundred feet above the roof. The other 

The RaUW'ay .. oC Great Hrltain. 

The leading featuras of the railway Bysttlm of the United 
Kingdom, at the end of 1872, may be thus summarized: A 
total sum of $2,845,236,730 had been expended on 15,814 
milps of railway, or nearly $t80,000 per mile. There were 
10,933 locomotive engines, or about 1 to every f of P. mile; 
and 337,899 vehicles, or about 21t per mile, besides the 
wagons of traders and companies other than rail way com· 
panies. By the running of trains for 190,920,719 mile�, 
$256,520,570 wero received during the yeu.r, of which $128,. 
261,915 were expended in working and maintenance, and 
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$128,258,655 remained as net profit, so that as nearly as pos
sible one half the groBs receipts were expended in earning 
them. There were 422,874,822 passenger journeys, besides 
272,342 season ticket holders; and 179,302,121 tuns of Koods 
and minerals were conveyed. The average rIlte of dividend 
on ordinary capital was 5 '14 per cent, and upon the total 
capital 4'95 per cent, including $164,507,380 of ordinary 
capital, part of $212,913,135 of total capital, which rectived 
no interest or dividend. The average cost of working euch 
train was 64'64 cents, per mile, and the aver:lge rectipt from 
each train was 129 '12 cents per mile; so that the aVHage net 
profit from each train was 4'58 cents per mile; while the 
total CORt of working was $8,110 per mile, and $16,220 per 
mile was received. 

------......... ...... ------
ASTRONOMICAL NOTES, 

OBSEHV ATORY OF VASSAR COLLEGE. 

For the computations of the following notes (whkh are 
approximate only) and for most of the observations, I am 
indebted to students. :1\1.11:[, 

POSItIODS oC Planets C6r February, 1874. 
Mercury. 

Un the 1st Mercury rises at 7h. 24m. A M., and sets at 
4h. 58m. P. M. On the 29th, Mercury rises at 7h. 20m. A. 
M., and sets at 7 h. lSm. P. M. 

It should be looked for after sunset during the latter part 
of the month, as it reaches its gr€atest angular distlince 
from the sun on the 2d of March. 

VenUA. 
Venus rises on the 1st at 7h. 6m. A. M., and sets lit 4h. 

42m. P. M. On the 28th it rises at tih. 50m. A. M., and sets 
at 5h. 48m. P. M. 

Venus is very unfavorably situate d for observation 
throughont the month; it passes the meridian very nearly 
with the Bun, and its apparent diameter is very small. 

MarA. 
�Iars rises on the 1st about 9 A. M., and sets before!) P. 

M; On the 28th it rises about 8 A. M., lind sets before 9 P.M. 
It will be seen that it is above the horizon during the day 

time, and can be seen only for a few hOUIS after sunset. 
Jupiter. 

Jupiter is coming into better and better position. It rist's 
on the 1st at 9h. 15m. P. M., and sets at 9h. 25m. A. �f. 
On the 28th it rises at 7h. 16m. P. M., and sets at 7h. 30m. 
on the morning following. 

The various changes of the moons of Jupiter can be �een 
with a small telescope. On the 17th, (according to the 
AmM'wan Nautical AlmanlM) the largest of these satellites 
will pass between the planet and the earth, and seem to tra· 
verse the disk of Jupiter. A powerful telescope will show 
it projected upon the planet's diEk for several Lours in the 
evening, while to glasses of low power Jnpiter will apr,<ar 
to have but three moons. 

The same phenomenon can be seen on the 24th, but at a 

later hour of the night, and again on the 3d of March, as 
this satellite revolves aronnd Jupiter in about 7 days. 

Saturn. 

Saturn is above the horizon in the day time, rising at 6b. 
59m. A.M. on the 1st, and setting at 4h. 35m.P. M., while on 
the 28th it  rises at 5h. 20m. A. M., Rnd sets at 31. 5m. P. lit 
It will be seen that it is useless to attempt to make observa
tions upon this planet. 

Uranus. 

On the 1st Uranus rises at 4h. 44m. P. M., and sets at ill. 
9m. A. M. On the 28th it rislls at 2h. 52m. P. M., and setH 
atlih. 16m. A. M. of the next morning. As its northern de
clination i s  about 19°, it attains a n  altitude of about (j,' 
when on t h e  meridian, which it passes at midnigbt on the 
31st of January, and near midnight during the firBt half of 
the month. It is among the stars of Oancer. can be r(adily 
found with a telescope of moderate power, and will be 
known from a star by its showing a measurable disk. 

Neptune. 

Neptune can be seen well only by means of a powerful 
telescope at any time, and at present is not well situat�d. It 
C'lmes to meridian on the 1st at 4h. 51m. P. M. and on the 
28th at 3h. 7m. P. M. 

HarolDeter and TherlDolDeter. 

The meteorological journal from December 14 to January 
17 gives the highest barometer, January 17,30 48, the lowest 
barometer, December 28, 29'33; the highest thermometer, 
January 4, at 2 P. M .• 52'; the lowest thermometer, Jacuary 
17, at 7 A. M .• _1'5°. 

AlDount oC Rain. 

Tte snow and rain which fell between the morning and 
evening of December 19 amounted to 0'27 inches. 

The rain which fell between the morning and evening of 
Jannary 2 amounted to 0'3 inches. 

The rain which fell between the afternoon of ,January 5 
and the evening of January 7 amounted to 3'2 inches. 

Auroras were seen on the evenings of January 15, 16, and 
17. 

Sun SPOtA, 

The record extends from December 17 to January 19, in
clusive, observations being omitted during the holidays on 
account of the absence of the observer. The clear daJs of 
the remaining time were the 15th and 17th of December, the 
9th, 10th, 17th, and 19th of January. Spots have been small 
and generally few. Those of the 9th and 10th were identi
cal in appearance, their positions only differing by the mo' 
tion of the sun on its axis. On <Tanuary 19, eleven were 
scattered over the disk, eight being in pairs, the remaining 
three solitary. Some of these were identical with those of 
the 17th. Faculre have been unus�aUy scarce. 
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